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Senate 

24 June 2014 

 
Present: Chris Higgins (Chair from item 109 onwards), Ray Hudson (Chair for item 

108), Graham Towl (Chair from item 104  up to and including item 107), Tom 
Allen, Elizabeth Archibald, John Ashworth, Helen Ball, Michael Bohlander, 
Carolyn Brown, Tim Clark (from item 109), Robin Coningham, Adrian Darnell, 
Mike Davenport, Joe Elliott, Martyn Evans, Sue Frenk, Chris Gerrard, Becky 
Gowland, Simon Hackett, Mariann Hardey, Julian Horton, Johannes Haubold, 
Robin Hendry, Charlie Heywood, Pali Hungin, Patrick Hussey (from item 109), 
Antony Long, Catherine Marshall, Roger Masterman, Andrew Millard, David 
Morris, Thomas Renstrom, Alec Ryrie, Corinne Saunders, Dan Slavin, Leigh 
Spanner, Carolyn Summerbell, Peter Swift, Marek Szablewski, Anne 
Taormina, Steven Taylor, Jon Trevelyan, David Wall, Tom Ward (from item 
109), Laura Wilson and Dagou Zeze. 

In Attendance: Mike Bentley, Clare Curran, Kate Deeming, Gayle Ditchburn, Michael Gilmore, 
Nia Griffiths, Keith Lindsey, Paulina Lubacz, Mark Richardson, and Tim 
Hammond (for item 115). 

  

 

Minutes of a meeting held on 24 June 2014 
held at Hogan Lovells Lecture Theatre, Durham Law School 

(All documents listed are filed with the official copy of the Minutes) 

  Action 
104.  Chairing of the Meeting  

 In accordance with Statute 18(4), in the absence of the Vice-Chancellor and 
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, the Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Deputy Warden assumed 
responsibility for chairing the meeting. 

 

   
105.  Apologies  

 The Chair noted that apologies had been received from:   
 Catherine Alexander, Louise Amoore, Carl Bagley, Clare Bambra, Tim Burt, Joe 

Cassidy, David Cowling, Rob Dixon, John Evans, Simon Forrest, Jon Gluyas, 
Dave Harper, Alexandra Harrington, David Held, Glenn McGregor, Tom 
McLeish, Emma Murphy, Sam Nolan, Dave Petley, Jon Purcell, Sharon 
Richardson, Veronica Strang, Martin Ward, and David Wilkinson. 

 

   
106.  Declaration of Interests  

 No declarations of interest were received from members present in relation to 
items on the agenda. 

 

   
107.  Formal Approval of Appointment of Acting Vice-Chancellor (S/13/68)  

 The Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Deputy Warden briefed Senate on the proposal to 
appoint Professor Ray Hudson as Vice-Chancellor and Warden of the Durham 
Colleges with the title 'Acting Vice-Chancellor' and the proposal to appoint 
Professor Ray Hudson as HEFCE Accountable Officer of the University with 
effect from 1 October 2014 or such earlier date as may be agreed by the Chair 
of Council (to be considered by Council at its meeting in July). 

 

 Agreed: to recommend to Council for approval: the appointment of Professor 
Ray Hudson as the Vice-Chancellor of the University and Warden of the Durham 
Colleges, with the title 'Acting Vice-Chancellor', with effect from 1 October 2014 
until a new Vice-Chancellor is in post. 
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108.  Update on Recruitment of a new Vice-Chancellor, arrangements to be 
made by the Acting Vice Chancellor, and transitional arrangements for the 
current Vice-Chancellor (S/13/69 Closed) 

 

 The Deputy Vice-Chancellor entered the room and, in accordance with Statute 
18(4), replaced the Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Deputy Warden as Chair. 
 
The Deputy Vice-Chancellor updated Senate on progress in the recruitment of a 
new permanent Vice-Chancellor, noting that following the appointment of the 
recruitment and search consultants by the joint appointment committee, a 
process of engagement within the University will be undertaken in order to 
inform the job description and person specification for the role.  
 
The Deputy Vice-Chancellor also briefed Senate on the arrangements for 
support to him as he discharges the role of Acting Vice-Chancellor. It is not 
intended that a Deputy Vice-Chancellor will be appointed during the period for 
which he is Acting Vice-Chancellor. Some of the current Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
portfolio will be retained by him as Acting Vice-Chancellor and the remainder will 
be distributed to members of UEC and other senior colleagues. Should an 
unanticipated matter arise during an absence of the Acting Vice-Chancellor, the 
Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Deputy Warden would be the first point of contact. 
 
In order to provide stability during the transition to the Acting Vice-Chancellor 
and the new permanent Vice-Chancellor, Senate noted that the Vice-Chancellor 
and Deputy Vice-Chancellor propose to recommend to Council to extend the 
appointment period for the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Arts and Humanities) and Pro-
Vice-Chancellor (Science) to the end of July 2017. 
 
Following discussions with the incoming Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research) about 
the support she would welcome in that role, it is proposed to establish a post of 
Dean and Deputy to the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research). This post will be 
advertised internally in the first instance. The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) 
felt a parallel role for his portfolio would be helpful, and as the role is currently 
being delivered through the Dean for Postgraduate and Undergraduate 
Education it was appropriate to re-title that existing role as Dean and Deputy to 
the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education).  The role as Deputy to the Pro-Vice-
Chancellor does not imply the transfer of any of the statutory rights or 
responsibilities of a Pro-Vice-Chancellor, and the Pro-Vice-Chancellors would 
remain accountable. There is no intention to undermine through these 
appointments the excellent work undertaken by the Deputy Heads of Faculties, 
and strong working relationships with them would be critical to successful 
delivery. 
 
In response to a question, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor indicated that the 
incoming Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research) wished to postpone a decision about 
who would have responsibility for oversight of REF until her arrival but she is 
conscious of the need for a timely but considered decision. 
 
The Deputy Vice-Chancellor reported that following discussions between the 
Chair of Council, the Vice-Chancellor and Deputy Vice-Chancellor and after 
consultation with the Chancellor it has been agreed that in order to support 
Professor Higgins in discharging a non-executive ambassadorial role it is 
appropriate that he use the title of Pro-Chancellor for the period 1 October 2014 
until 30 June 2015. The use of the title for this purpose shall not imply that 
Professor Higgins would deputise for the Chancellor at Congregation or in any 
other way. The Pro-Chancellor will report to the Acting Vice-Chancellor, who will 
oversee the agreed budget in support of the activity. 
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 The Vice-Chancellor and a number of other members entered the room and, in 
accordance with Statute 18(4), the Vice-Chancellor assumed the Chair for the 
remainder of the meeting. 

 

   
109.  Welcome/Thanks  

 The Chair of the AEA, on behalf of Senate, gave a vote of thanks to the 
Vice-Chancellor at this, his last scheduled meeting of Senate, noting the 
achievements of Senate and the University during his tenure.  

The Vice-Chancellor thanked the following who would reach the end of their 
periods of membership of Senate before the new academic year.  

 Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research): Professor Tom McLeish 

 Head of Departments: Professor David Wall (Applied Social Sciences); 
Professor John Evans (Chemistry); Professor Corinne Saunders (English 
Studies); Professor Pali Hungin (Medicine, Pharmacy and Health); Professor 
Martin Ward (Physics) and Professor Charles Heywood (Psychology) 

 Head of College: Dr Jill Tidmarsh (Acting: Josephine Butler College) 

 Student member: David Morris (PG Student Representative) 

 AEA members: Dr Rebecca Gowland and Dr Andrew Millard 

 Co-opted members: Professor Dave Petley (Dean of Research) and 
Professor Clare Bambra (Wolfson Institute for Health and Wellbeing) 

 

   
110.  Minutes: 29 April 2014: Approved  

   
111.  Matters Arising  

 
 

a) Minute 88 Impact of UCU Action Short of a Strike  
The Vice-Chancellor thanked those who had taken steps to minimise the 
potential impact of the action short of a strike which did not proceed 
following resolution of the dispute. 

 

   
112.  Vice-Chancellor’s Questions  

 The Vice-Chancellor noted that no questions had been received.  
   

113.  Co-opted Membership of Senate (S/13/71)  
 Mike Davenport and Catherine Marshall left the room. 

 
The Vice-Chancellor presented proposals for the co-opted membership of 
Senate. He recommended that Senate re-appoint the three current co-opted 
members who remain eligible for a further period of two years, and that three 
vacancies be maintained. The Acting Vice-Chancellor may bring forward a 
recommendation to the first meeting in the next academic year. 
 

 
 
 
 

RH 

 Approved: to co-opt Mike Davenport, Catherine Marshall and Veronica Strang 
for a period of two years with effect from 1 August 2014. 

GES 

 Mike Davenport and Catherine Marshall returned to the room.  
   

114.  General Business  
 The Vice-Chancellor reported on a number of developments since the last 

meeting of Senate noting: 
 

 a) congratulations to the Business School which has maintained its EQUIS 
accreditation and remains one of only around 60 triple-accredited business 
schools worldwide; 

b) student recruitment for 2014 entry was progressing well and at institutional 
level it was likely that targets would be achieved. UEC had agreed 
principles for managing the August confirmation period, with the Pro-Vice-
Chancellor (Education) responsible for decision-making; 
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c) that the Ogden Trust had signed the major gift agreement for the Ogden 
Centre, which will house the Institute for Particle Physics Phenomenology 
and the Institute for Computational Cosmology. 

   
115.  Engagement Strategy for Key Industry Partners (S/13/72 Closed)  

 The Deputy Vice-Chancellor and the Director of Business and Innovation 
Services introduced the Engagement Strategy for Key Industry Partners which, 
as a subset of a broader approach to partnership engagement, is intended to 
deliver enhanced relationships with key partners in support of the University’s 
strategic academic priorities. Such relationships would benefit the University in 
improving research grant and contract capture, supporting the development of 
impact case studies, and through providing opportunities to enhance student 
employability. 
 

 

 In response to a question, the Director of Business and Innovation Services 
indicated that a strategy was under development to respond to the Witty Report 
and the opportunities available through Local Enterprise Partnerships. Further 
information would be provided to Senate in due course. The establishment of 
partners aligned to key research themes will be a crucial element of this. 
 

RH 

 In response to a question, the Director of Business and Innovation Services 
outlined that DBIS actively monitored the scale of activity with partners and 
opportunities for expansion, as well as gathering market intelligence on 
investment in research and development. The development of a University 
research strategy will be a key component in identifying appropriate 
opportunities. 

 

   
 Agreed: to endorse the Engagement Strategy and to encourage members to 

share potential opportunities for partnership development with DBIS. 
ALL 

   
116.  Developing the Academic Strategy for Queen’s Campus to 2020: A 

Progress Report (S/13/73) 
 

 The Deputy Vice-Chancellor presented to Senate a progress report on the 
academic strategy for Queen’s Campus to 2020, indicating that it was timely to 
have such a report given the significant changes within the sector since the 
strategy was agreed in 2008 and reviewed in 2012. 
 
Senate welcomed the paper and its emphasis on the unique opportunities 
available at Queen’s Campus. Some significant progress has been made in 
enhancing the academic community and improving the facilities available for 
staff and students. This is evident in the strong performance of many 
programmes at Queen’s Campus in the National Student Survey.  
 
Some members questioned whether the progress report showed a sufficiently 
holistic institutional approach. The Deputy Vice-Chancellor indicated that the 
progress report was not intended to establish an approach distinct from the 
University Strategy, which was assumed as the underpinning framework, but to 
emphasise those aspects of the University Strategy best delivered at Queen’s 
Campus and how these could be further supported. Responsibility for delivery at 
Queen’s Campus will be through faculty and division lines, with no subsidiary 
structure or strategy. 
 
Members indicated the statement that programmes at Queen’s Campus in 
competition with alternatives at Durham City or elsewhere are not seen as 
favourably by applicants should be amended to clarify that these perceptions 
related to the overall student experience rather than the quality of the 
programme itself.  The impact of the narrow range of disciplines at Queen’s 
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Campus on the student experience needs further thought. 
 
It was noted that the paper implied that the reason applicants are less likely to 
wish to study at Queen’s Campus related to the academic programmes, but 
student feedback suggests that the environment and student community are 
more significant factors. 
 
In response to concerns expressed about the balance of home and international 
students and the small number of postgraduates at Queen’s Campus, the 
Deputy Vice-Chancellor indicated that it was in many ways more diverse than 
the student community in Durham City. Given it is not feasible to significantly 
expand student numbers or introduce new disciplines, the strategy for Queen’s 
Campus is to enhance the experience at Queen’s Campus to be equivalent but 
different to that in Durham City. The Deputy Vice-Chancellor indicated that the 
higher proportion of international students at Queen’s Campus demonstrates the 
potential for greater diversity in the student community and could act as a model 
for increased internationalisation of the student community in Durham City. 
 
Members indicated that further consideration was needed on the provision of 
transport between campuses to ensure it enhanced the student and staff 
experience at Queen’s Campus, recognising that a number of students on 
programmes based there are choosing to live in Durham City. 
 

 The Deputy Vice-Chancellor will amend the paper in light of the comments from 
members. The delivery of the actions set out in the paper will be addressed 
through the institutional planning process. 

RH 

   
117.  Strategic Review of Admissions (S/13/74)  

 The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) updated Senate on the outcome of the 
Strategic Review of Admissions. The recommended actions are intended to 
streamline the admissions process, support the recruitment of the most able and 
suitable candidates, and help secure the University’s income stream. They will 
enable the University to adapt more rapidly to changes in the external 
environment and enhance the quality of the applicant experience. The 
recommendations will be implemented in a phased approach, with first priority 
being high volume taught postgraduate and targeted undergraduate access 
groups. It was noted that the University needed to strategically co-ordinate 
across the whole University. 

 

 Senate noted the need for specific attention to be given to conversion activity for 
non-traditional students. The Academic Registrar indicated he would take this 
forward in discussion with colleagues. 

MG 

 In response to a question, the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) committed to 
support those departments at risk of over-recruitment, and reiterated the 
difficulty of predicting student decisions at department level. Decisions taken 
during the August confirmation period would be on the same principles as in the 
previous year. The Vice-Chancellor invited members to suggest to department 
admissions colleagues to get in touch with the Academic Registrar regarding 
August admissions 

TW 

   
118.  Report from Council: 20 May 2014 (S/13/75)  

 Senate received the report from Council on the above meeting.  
   

119.  Education Committee: 30 April and 28 May 2014 (S/13/76 & 77)  
 The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) presented a report of the Education 

Committee meetings held on the 30 April and 28 May 2014. 
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 Approved: on the recommendation of Education Committee, the: 

a) change to regulations regarding vivas at resubmission, to take effect for 
submissions from 1 August 2014; 

b) establishment of a new category of ‘Major Corrections (6 months)’ for 
research degrees to take effect for submissions from 1 August 2014; 

c) proposed Education Strategy action plan for 2014/15 set out in Annex 1 of 
document S/13/77, noting that the majority of actions set out in the 
Education Strategy 2010-15 had already been implemented; 

d) proposed change to General Regulations IV regarding student members of 
SDC set out in item 4 of S/13/77; 

e) proposed changes set out in item 5 of document S/13/77 to Core 
Regulations regarding suspensions of study set out in Annex 2 to take 
effect from 1 August 2014, noting that if approved the principles will be 
applied to other Core Regulations as appropriate;   

f) proposed changes as set out in item 6 of document S/13/77 to Core 
Regulations for PhDs with Integrated Studies, to take effect from 1 August 
2014. 

 

Agreed: to recommend to Council the proposed term dates up to 2021/22 
subject to circulation to members of a corrected table of dates. Once approved, 
these dates will be specifically communicated to the Accommodation Office to 
inform discussion with private landlords. 

TW 

   
120.  Research Committee: 8 May 2014 (S/13/78)  

 The Dean for Postgraduate and Undergraduate Education presented a report of 
the Research Committee meeting held on the 8 May 2014. A member felt that 
HEFCE should consider the impact (a bias in the profile of submissions) of its 
current rubric for who is permitted to be identified as the academic lead for 
impact case studies. This would be brought to the attention of HEFCE. 

 

   
121.  Nominations Committee (S/13/79 Closed)  

 The Vice Chancellor presented a report on Annual Committee membership of 
Senate and Joint Senate and Council Committees for 2014/15, noting that the 
proposed membership would result in all committees having at least 30% of 
members of each gender. 

 

 Approved: and agreed to recommend to Council, where appropriate, the 
membership of Senate Committees and Joint Senate and Council Committees 
for 2014/15 as set out in S/13/79. 

US 
(GES) 

 Agreed:  that delegated authority be given to the Vice-Chancellor to act on 
behalf of Senate in respect of any appointments  where vacancies might arise as 
a result of the inability of colleagues to serve. 

CH 

   
122.  Ethics Advisory Committee: 3 June 2014 (S/13/80)  

 The Vice-Chair of Ethics Advisory Committee presented the report of the 
Committee and reported that the Committee recommended a reporting line of 
Life Sciences Ethical Review Process Committee to Ethics Advisory Committee.  
The Vice-Chancellor indicated that the COO was conducting a review of ethical 
assurance reporting to ensure that executive responsibility through the named 
compliance officer was maintained. 

 

 Agreed: to delay a decision on Life Sciences Ethical Review Process 
Committee reporting line pending the outcome of the COO’s review. 

 

   
 Received the following reports for information:  

123.  Annual Report on Appeals, Complaints and Discipline (S/13/81)  
   

124.  Annual Report of Quality and Standards Sub-Committee (S/13/82)  
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125.  AEA members of Senate  
 Reported: that the following have been elected to serve on Senate and the 

Standing Committee of the Academic Electoral Assembly for a period of three 
years beginning 1 August 2014: 

 Gillian Bentley 

 Gleider Hernandez 

 Alan Kenwright 

 *Thomas Renstrom 

 *Helen Stain 

 *Marek Szablewski 
(Those asterisked are current members reappointed) 

 

   
126.  Chair’s Action and Business by Circulation (S/13/83)  

   
127.  Academic Progression Committee: 22 May 2014:  Report of Academic 

Promotions to Chairs and Readers agreed under Delegated Authority (S/13/84), 
noting the congratulations of Senate to successful candidates. Progression was 
subject to publication, where possible, of outputs cited in the application on 
Durham Research Online. In accordance with Senate’s agreed policy, future 
applications would not be successful unless outputs are already published on 
Durham Research Online where this is possible. 

 

   
128.  Appointments and Resignations:  Up to 31 May 2014  (S/13/85)  

   
129.  Senior Appointments: approved by Statutory Committees under Delegated 

Authority  (S/13/86) 
 

   
130.  Emeritus, Honorary and Visiting Titles:  Conferred by the Appropriate Pro-

Vice-Chancellor on behalf of Senate under delegated authority (S/13/87) 
 

   
131.  Progress Report of Agreed Action 2013/14  (S/13/88)  

   
132.  University Executive Committee:  Minutes of meetings available at 

http://www.dur.ac.uk/committees/password/uec/uec_minutes_internal/ 
 

   
133.  Closure  

  The meeting closed at 15:35 hrs. 
Following the meeting Senate received and discussed a presentation from 
Capita on their review of progress against the University Strategy. 

 

 
 
I confirm that these minutes are an accurate record of the meeting to which they relate: 
 

…………………………..….  
Chair for items 104 – 107 

……………………………. 
Date approved 

…………………………..….  
Chair for item 108 

……………………………. 
Date approved 

…………………………..….  
Chair for items 109 onwards 

……………………………. 
Date approved 
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